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with the resolution to fight stubbornly. They were
valiantly attacked; but, in truth, they sustained the
shock with unexpected courage and dexterity. After
all, however, believing themselves too weak to resist
the assaults which they must expect on the follow-
ing day, they asked that there be no firing on either
side during the night; and meanwhile they escaped
stealthily, before daybreak. The Sun appearing, our
people found no [2 5 3] more enemies to combat,
though they made search all about their fortification.
A young Frenchman, filled with more courage than
physical strength, seeking to follow the enemy by
their trail, found one of them concealed in the hol-
low of a tree: he is drawn from that sepulchre, to
be given another. Being questioned, he says that
he could have escaped as well as the others, but that,,
his brother having been wounded, he had concealed
himself in order to aid him. He says that there were
seven Hiroquois severely wounded, and that he
believes that two were killed on the spot; their bodies
have not been seen,—it may be that they have car-
ried them away to burn them, according to their
custom. There were found in their redout some
arquebuses, much heavier and far longer than ours.
Two Savages of our band were killed, and six French-
men wounded, one of whom died some time later.
They were taken to the Hostel Dieu at Kebec,—-
which assists to the utmost the Colony, both French
and Savage,—and were there nursed and aided with
the greatest care. Those who put arms in the hands
of these Barbarians would deserve the punishment
due to all the crimes which the avarice of the one
party and the fury of the other have engendered.

This poor prisoner was taken first [254] to three


